
A Freeman's Manifesto

          

Many many years ago, when I met my father for the first time after a long and suffered 
separation, while in Chicago on the shores of Lake Michigan, he turned to me said: “Look 
around you, this is a great country, but it has invented a new form of servitude!” .  I was 
shocked.  A just  commissioned second lieutenant  in  the  US Army,  I  was proud of  my 
adopted country.  “What do you mean?”  I said, and he answered:  “How do you buy things  
that you cannot afford?”.  “On credit” I  said.   “And how about job security?” he asked. 
“None” I responded ... but it was only many many years later that I understood his point: 
“Indebtedness is servitude, when in debt, with no job security ... you are not a Freeman”!

Independence

In  1776,  thirteen  British  colonies  threw  off  the  joke  of  an  Empire  and  declared 
independence:

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all  men are created equal, that they are  
endowed by  their  Creator  with  certain  unalienable  Rights,  that  among these are  Life,  
Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.” -- Declaration of Independence

Those were beautiful word, especially for their time ... but women were not considered 
“men”, slaves were not “men”, nor were “men” the indigenous populations (our Indians), 
nor the indentured servants,  nor many others.  This was not a universal  declaration of 
freedom, but a targeted one! After all, slavery was abolished only in 1863 (29 years after 
Britain, and two years after the Czar freed his serfs), women obtained voting rights only in 
1920, and American Indians became full citizens only in 1924!

The Constitution

The US Constitution is probably the most brilliant document ever written by men for the 
governing of a nation! Our founding fathers were the maximum intellects of their time, but  
their aim was to create a Republic, not an Empire! And yet the United States today is an 
Empire with “military personnel in over 130 countries, supported by an integrated network  
of 900 military bases and installations abroad” (--Congressman Ron Paul)!  Was this the 
vision of the Founding Fathers? Hardly. Having experienced mistreatment at the hands of 
the British government, the writers of the US Constitution were careful to limit the powers 
of  government  and  protect  the  rights  of  the  individuals.  According  to  their  vision,  the 
primary purpose of the federal government was to:

•Defend the shores
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•Establish a system of currency,
•Deliver the mail, and
•Protect individual rights

Furthermore, the Tenth Amendment clearly states that:

“The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to  
the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people.” – US Constitution

So what happened? Why are we in 130 countries? Why have Lincoln's famous words and 
inspirations ...“We here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain, that this  
nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom; and that government of the people,  
by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth”...been transformed from a 
government by the people and for the people, into a  “government of  banks and large  
corporations,  by  the  banks  and  large  corporations,  and  for  the  banks  and  large  
corporations”?

We are in an economic mess, and who gets bailed out? The banks and large corporations 
Who gets to pay the bill? We the people! Why did this happen? Because we let it happen! 
When a government fails to live up to the aspirations of, and commitments to, its people … 
it is time for change, time for Revolution!

“These are the times that try men's souls: The summer soldier and the sunshine patriot  
will,  in  this  crisis,  shrink  from the  service  of  their  country;  but  he  that  stands it  now,  
deserves  the  love  and  thanks  of  man  and  woman.  Tyranny,  like  Hell,  is  not  easily  
conquered; yet we have this consolation with us, that the harder the conflict, the more  
glorious the triumph. What we obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly: it is dearness only  
that gives every thing its value. Heaven knows how to put a proper price upon its goods;  
and it would be strange indeed if so celestial an article as freedom should not be highly  
rated.” – Thomas Paine

The Bill of Rights

The first ten amendments to the US Constitution are known as the “Bill of Rights”. Read 
them and note how the Bill of Rights is being usurped or suspended by a so called “Patriot 
Act”, by the NDAA, and similar acts ... all in the name of a so called “War on Terror”!

What terror?

Since 9/11, an average of 24 American citizens have died from terrorist attacks per year,  
and none of them in the United States! Almost all  of them died in Afghanistan or Iraq, 
where the U.S. has been waging wars for a decade. Thus out of 25,719 terrorism-related  
deaths  worldwide  in  2010-2011,  Americans  accounted  for  only  0.124%.  To  put  these 
numbers in perspective, by far the biggest threat to Americans are Americans themselves. 
According to a World Health Organization report, noncommunicable diseases like cancer, 
lung  disorders,  diabetes  and heart  disease cause 87  percent  of  all  American  deaths, 
compared with 64 percent in the rest of the world. Such diseases are primarily caused by  
smoking,  poor  diet,  lack  of  physical  activity,  and  alcohol  abuse,  which  means  that 
Americans are killing themselves at a far greater rate than any terrorist organization could 
ever do.
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So who is the enemy? The enemy is us!

A Promise Forgotten

In his inaugural address in 1933, Franklin D. Roosevelt criticized the near-sighted Wall 
Street greed that precipitated the Great Depression:

"They only know the rules of a generation of self-seekers. They have no vision, and where  
there is no vision the people perish" – Franklin D. Roosevelt

... and then in 1944, he called for a Second Bill of Rights:

“This Republic had its beginning, and grew to its present strength, under the protection of  
certain inalienable political rights.... They were our rights to life and liberty. As our nation  
has grown in size and stature, however - as our industrial economy expanded - these  
political  rights proved inadequate to assure us equality  in the pursuit  of  happiness.”  – 
Franklin D. Roosevelt

President Roosevelt enumerated the economic rights that he thought needed to be added 
to the Bill of Rights as follows:

•The right to a job;
•The right to earn enough to pay for food and clothing;
•The right of businessmen to be free of unfair competition;
•The right to a decent home;
•The right to adequate medical care and the opportunity to enjoy good health;
•The right to adequate protection from economic fears;
•The right to a good education.
In 1944 Roosevelt made a commitment to the American people, a commitment forgotten 
by all subsequent administrations … too busy building a world class empire!

Well, time to stop building empires and start pursuing the vision of our Founding Fathers ...  
and of Franklin D. Roosevelt!

The Second Amendment

The Second Amendment reads: “A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of  
a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” – US 
Constitution

Nevertheless, there are periodic attempts by both the Federal and State Governments to 
limit,  abolish,  or  suppress  these  provisions!  Fortunately  there  are  citizens  and 
organizations that  strongly defend the Second Amendment,  but  to be precise,  they all  
defend only “the right of the people to keep and bear arms”, but not the right to “a well  
regulated militia”! Why so? Did not the Founding Fathers intend in the Second Amendment 
that in order to “keep and bear arms” the people should also be organized into “a well 
regulated militia … a MILITIA of FREEMEN?

The  early  colonists  of  America  considered  the  militia  an  important  social  institution, 
necessary for defense and public safety. Just prior to the Revolutionary War, on October 
26, 1774, the Massachusetts Provincial Congress recommended to the colonists:
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“...  to  form  themselves  into  companies  of  minute-men,  who  should  be  equipped  and  
prepared to march at the shortest notice. These minute-men were to be enlisted under the  
direction of the field-officers, and divided into companies, consisting of at least fifty men  
each. The privates were to choose their captains and subalterns, and these officers were  
to  form  the  companies  into  battalions,  and  chose  the  field-officers  to  command  the  
same ...”. – Massachusetts Provincial Congress

Does this not imply that all armed Americans should be FREEMEN banded together in well 
organized militias, as is their RIGHT and DUTY, according to the Second Amendment?

Who is a Freeman?

The dictionary defines a Freeman as “a person who is not a slave or in bondage”, and 
defines bondage as  “a state of subjection to a force, power,  or influence”.  Fortunately 
slavery no longer exists (at least not officially), and neither does “bondage” (officially), but  
considering the definitions, can we truly claim that we are Freemen and not in “bondage”?  
Are we not in bondage to the banks (in debt),  in bondage to big corporations (no job 
security), in bondage to State and Federal authorities (subjected to power and influence)?

Freemen in Colonial Days

The term "Freeman" in Colonial days meant you were a full citizen of the Colony. Under  
the first Massachusetts charter, only Freemen had the right to hold public office or vote in 
town meetings. Indentured servants and bonded servant were not eligible. To be admitted 
a freeman, the Massachusetts charter for example required that a Freeman must first fulfill  
the  following  requirements:  “Allegiance  to  the  crown,  male  over  21  yeas  of  age,  
membership  in  a  church,  own  personal  property  [free  of  debt],  must  be  of  peaceful  
manner, other freemen must endorse him”.  Being a Freeman brought certain duties and 
rights among others: “The right to vote, the right to hold public office, required to pay taxes,  
the right to elect new Freemen”!

Become a Freeman (Men and Women)

Strive to be free of debt!  As of December 7th 2012, the average household credit card 
debt in the United States was  $15,418,  mortgage debt  $149,782, and  student loan debt 
$34,703. Getting rid of some of this debt may be problematic. So what! Patience! One 
small step at a time!

Be solidary with like-minded men and woman. Come together into homogeneous social 
units sharing a common vision, willing to pool their knowledge, knowhow, and resources, 
in an atmosphere of Cooperation, Organization, Resourcefulness, and Discipline. As in the 
days  of  the  Minute-men,  form  into  companies  (50  Freemen),  form  Centuries  (100 
Freemen), form Legions (10 Centuries), become a MILITIA!

Be independent, be self-governing! Choose your captains and subalterns, in respect of the 
ancient principals of the Roman Republic:

•Annuality ... an one-year term, and
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•Collegiality … two persons holding the same office at the same time.

Break  the  power  of  the  politicians!  The  ancient  Roman  Republic  was  a  Republic  of 
Freemen, which lasted 500 years before being usurped by Julius Ceaser! In comparison 
the American Republic lasted only 122 years (Philippines, Guam, Puerto Ricco) before 
morphing into an Empire!

To preclude greed, Freemen should pursue the Mutual  business model.  A Mutual  is a 
company  or  business  based  on  the  principle  of  mutuality.  Members  usually  do  not 
contribute to the capital of the company by direct investment, but derive their rights to 
profits and votes through their customer relationship. A Mutual exists with the purpose of 
raising  funds  from its  membership  or  customers,  which  can  then  be  used  to  provide 
common services to  all  members of  the organization or  society.  A mutual  is  therefore 
owned by, and run for the benefit of its members – it has no external shareholders to pay  
in the form of dividends, and as such does not seek to maximize and make large profits or  
capital gains. Mutuals exist for the members to benefit from the services they provide. In a 
Freemen society the members of a Mutual obviously would be only Freemen.

Freemen should be respectful  of  the law and its representatives,  but should never be 
subservient. The only binding law for a Freemen should be”:

“DO NOT DO UNTO OTHERS WHAT YOU DO NOT HAVE THEM DO UNTO YOU”

Freemen should be armed at all times and be well versed in the use of their chosen arms. 
When  contrary  to  law,  Freemen  should  fall  back  on  non  traditional  arms  as  a  valid  
alternative.  A good walking cane is a formidable weapon ... in trained hands!

Freemen have no needs for police. Being armed, organized, and disciplined, Freemen can 
maintain their own level of public security. Freemen should strive to be self-governing, with  
no needs for the central government authority to interfere in their affairs!

Existing Freemen Models to Emulate

Switzerland

The Swiss are a nation of Freemen. In Switzerland Swiss voters can demand a binding 
referendum at  federal  (confederate),  cantonal  and municipal  level.  Referendums are a 
central feature of Swiss political life. It is not the government's choice whether or when a 
referendum is held, but it is a legal procedure regulated by the Swiss constitution. Under 
the country's militia system, professional  soldiers constitute about 5 percent  of  military 
personnel; the rest are male citizen conscripts, serving from about age 21 to age 50! The  
structure of the Swiss militia system stipulates that the soldiers keep their own personal 
equipment,  including  all  personally  assigned  weapons,  at  home.  Compulsory  military 
service concerns all  male Swiss citizens, with women serving voluntarily. Males usually 
receive initial orders at the age of 18 for military conscription eligibility screening. About 
two-thirds of young Swiss men are found suitable for service, while alternative service 
exists for those found unsuitable.

The Cossacks

The Cossacks are the oldest democracy in the world, existing basically unchanged for 
over 1000 years, organized into various “voiska” (armies). Cossacks have always elected 
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their leaders and even had a written constitution already in 1710 (77 years before the US).  
With  the  fall  of  Communism,  Cossacks  made  a  strong  comeback.  They  represent  a 
societal group that is comprised of different cultures and lineage including Russian, Polish, 
Tatar,  and  others.  Because  of  this  diverse  ethnic  background,  in  ancient  times  they 
received  the  name "Cossacks",  which  can  be  roughly  translated  to  mean  “Freemen”. 
Although the Cossacks outwardly acknowledged a czar as the countries leader, inwardly 
they remained, and remain, an extremely independent people who continue to follow the 
rule of their hetman and to govern themselves within their own communities.

ALEXANDER v.PINOCI
Rome, January 2013
T.+39.28.162.0531
avpinoci@gmail.com
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